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About This Game

Prometheus Corporation is the leader in the generation and distribution of energy to all cities in the world. Due to the ideas and
designs of charismatic president Demetrio Watts, the corporation developed new technologies producing higher quantities of

energy at a lower cost, granting them near-absolute control of the market.

The friendly policies enforced by Prometheus and Demetrio Watts has made citizens confident they will have access to
electricity in their houses every day. However, very few of them are aware of what's behind Demetrio Watts' smile or behind

the scenes in Prometheus Corporation. Secret plans. Terrible plans. Plans which will take the population by surprise. When they
realize what is going on, it will already be too late.

A group of rebels are the only ones who know Demetrio and his company's true intentions, and will do everything it takes to
bring the truth to light about the person who pretends to be their eternal benefactor. It will not be easy or agreeable, but the

danger behind what Prometheus hides within is a threat to all. Stopping Demetrio Watts is in the hands of a group of unknowns.
Depends on Arcturus.
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Amazing game if you play with ur friends. Most of the time you don't know what ur doing but its really enjoyable and a great
laughing time haha. I would recommend this game for anybody!. Honestly from all the hate this DLC got, I wasn't sure whether
or not it would be worth the money. After completing it i have NO regrets. Though it is actually not that long, it has some
interesting gameplay. Not only that but it has some pretty neat items that you are rewarded.

11\/10- I recommend this DLC for anyone looking for something unique in Fallout.. My only thing I noticed that would need to
be fixed is the action/merging features. If one of the merging targets dies the other zombies just stand there stuck and I can't
move or do anything with them anymore. Still playing and can't wait for more!. I've never thought that killing myself could be
that cute and fun!. Fun. Polished. Fantastic price. Buy it.. i touch myself as i play this game cause it makes me so erect that i
cant help but jerk off to it as i play. ive never been so haorny as when i play this game. every woman i have slept with cat get me
nearly as horny or erect as this game can. when i play i feel as though im flying through the sky on a unicorn with its horn up
my♥♥♥♥♥ my god i love the feeling this game brings to me. o my god is all i can say. please oh lordy i hope i dont go to hell
for plaYING THIS GAME CAUSE WE ALL KNOW HAVING THIS MUCH FUN IS A SIN IN THE EYES OF OUR LORD
AND HEAVENLY FATHER. im sorry for the caps i accidenly hit it and didnt want to go back and erase what i had alrady
written in fear that i might forget what i had written.. This is a great short experience. The actual interaction of objects is a little
subpar compared to other games (the angle of your hands aren't quite right), but on a whole this was a very fun, but short
experience. I literally had chills from excitement upon finishing it.. It was a dissapointing start when I realized Dynasty Feud
wasn\u00b4t exactly a brawler but a team based mini fighting game, but once you get in you cannot stop playing. I played for
more than 30 minutes to feel confortable with all at least four characters of the same dynasty :)
All dynasties are not available from the beginning, but it\u00b4s about playing and winning matches and after playing more than
an hour I unlocked almost all of them.
Losing a character unfairly or just a second after respawning may be frustrating, but this is also what makes Dynasty Feud
different and a real challenge.
Some online matches with 4 dynasties playing are lagged and sometimes unplayable, but in general I was able to play correctly.
Awesome music and art style!
. PLZ DO A 1980 DODGE POWER RAM
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Menus are great and aesthetically pleasing.

Music fits the game wonderfully.

Gameplay is simple but can get deep and engaging.

The single player and multiplayer are both very fun, online needs more players so far (day one).

The game maker's vision is clear, and the game feels complete.

Flaws:
- Game may need to be restarted when plugging a controller in after the game is already running (happened once with an xbone
controller not showing in the available controller list)
- Slow matchmaking. I never got into a match after 5 minutes, but the game just came out and my guess is there just wasn't
anyone playing online at the time. Hopefully this improves with time.

I absolutely recommend picking up this game if you like arcade multiplayer games. It's a game I'm going to enjoy playing with
my friends for quite a while.
. Good episode. Waiting for the next one.. This game was a unique experience and delivered on the premise that I would learn
some new perspectives on the revolution. As someone who had seen a few documentaries and read the Mark Bowden book on
the subject, it was amazing to me that those other materials covered almost none of what is covered in the game, as they were
focused on the hostage crisis.

All of this information comes with a set of decent, believable characters, and the whole thing is presented quite well. I did end
up having some investment in the story. There is a lot of media in terms of video and phiotos that greatly add to the overall
experience.

Having said that, the game has a lot of flaws as well. The gameplay itself is amateurish and suffers from a lack of QA. I had to
restart a chapter twice because the scripted NPC was blocking any possible movement. It is very short. Most of the time you can
sit and relax in the game, then suddenly there is a mouseclick challenge.This may have been done as a dramatic device, but that
doesn't really work here and it is more of a chore. It also ends very abruptly in an odd place to stop. If this was a zombie, sci fi
or other fiction based game, it would be a terrible failure.

If you treat this game as an interactive learning experience, want to expand your horizons, or just want an engaging story, this is
for you. Despite the flaws, I would highly recommend this.. Very cool story based game.. I LOVE this game but I honestly can't
reccommend it until the developers implement a new save system or fix the rampant crashing. Game crashes at cutscene cues,
when defeating a boss, when going to sleep, and worst of all, when returning to the castle, the place you go to save the game!
Everything else about this port is great, 60fps feels fantastic, and turning off post-processing fixed any visual issues I had with
the game, as well as my frame-rate.

So yeah, please have Durante come and work on this game one last time, have him implement some sort of extra save system as
a fallback. Either save-states or an auto-save system like Dark Souls would do the trick. If you can fix the crashes, all the better..
Simple game, but well made. The weapons are well implemented standards, and the racing has more to it than just get the
weapons, stay ahead. Each racer has it's own stats, affecting top speed, acceleration, durability, and most interestingly, turning.
It makes for an interesting set up, and execution. The best part is that the randomness of the other racers keeps the matches
from becoming predictable. Simple, but entertaining, overall.. i cant seem to figure out how to enable the DLC it keeps ending
the same way there is no vacation or beach i just dont undrestand but i would reccomend it. Very fun and clever game, have fun
beating the game in many ways, You can set traps, lure enemies, light your ammo on fire, all while navigating a unique level
each time you play.

Definitely worth it, I only just started playing and i'm hooked.. Nope, this is just a very bad HOG.
Pixel hunting for scenery that you can interact with.
Bad UI, both with regards to the zoom gimmick in HO scenes and the storytelling\/dialog.
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